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1. The importance of the creation of the culture of 
integrity. Previous reflections 

 Various authors (e.g. Putmam) have said in a manifesto that if 
governments want to regain the trust of its citizens it should reverberate its 
social wealth into the country. 

 In the global forum on Reinventing Government (2005), it underlined the 
idea of  the establishment of a model of ¨good government¨ so it can be 
capable of constructing peace, prosperity and a social democracy (UNPAN,) 

 One of the principal problems which affects the trust of the citizens and in 
the development of this model is Corrupt Politics. 

 When the trust of the citizen is poor there is no motivation to participate in 
public life, this weakens the social cohesion and the achievement of 
Communal objectives. 

 In order to prevent corruption, it is necessary, and also assist the normal 
communication between the Public Sector and its citizens, to train the 
Public employees in ethical behavior in all levels: drawing up laws, 
developing its politics, making decisions, etc (OECD, 1997). 



 In the declaration of The Millennium of the United Nations 2002-03, it tried 
to insist on the necessity of a pro-active attitude in the administration in 
order to achieve Public Employees with a solid ethical orientation to the 
service of their citizens. 

 The White Paper of the European Government 2001 tried to place a special 
emphasis on this, also to the codes, so good conduct could be expected 
and exercised in all efforts. 

 The OECD estimated that the 'Good Government" helped strengthen the 
democracy and human rights, improving the economical prosperity and the 
social cohesion, reducing poverty, giving impulse to protecting the 
environment and the sustainable use of its natural resources and deepen 
the trust in the government and in the public administration. 
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2. The codes of good Government in  
the international environment 

 All the previous ideas and comments were expressed in several rules 
at International level: 

 

 USA: With the enactment of the Law of Ethics in the 1978 
government, it was the first to implement a regulation that 
established Codes of Conduct for all civil servants and employees of 
the United States government.   

 JAPAN: Every ministry in this country establishes his conduct to the 
Code of Conduct of Public Employees. 

 AUSTRALIA Y NEW ZEALAND: These countries also proved to be 
pioneers in these kind of rules set for good government. 

 The OCDE works for the development of good government in 
several Arab countries such as Morocco, Bahrain, Jordan and Tunisia. 



 LATIN AMERICA: on the 23rd June 2006, the governments of Argentina, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Spain, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Dominican Republic, Uruguay and 
Venezuela signed the Latin American code for good governance. 

 This code established a series of objectives and principles that should 
be applied by each member state and those in executive or high 
positions in the administration. 

 The code defined Good government as those that search to provide a 
general interest with the participation of its citizens, providing equality, 
social inclusion, a fight against poverty and follow the values and 
procedures of a democracy and a state of law. 

 This code, recognises a series of fundamental principles and values and 
advised on three types of conduct: The bonding of a natural 
government, Ethical government and Public Behaviour. 
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3. Measures to create of  the culture of integrity. 
 The Spanish experience 

 So in the constitution of 1978, as in the rest of the orderly judicial 
administration, Spain has progressively introduced various values and 
principles aimed specifically to personnel working in the public sector. 

 In the political and rules implemented was an objective to form an integrity 
and transparency in the acts of the government and administration, 
stressing:  

 Normative Measures: 

 The Spanish Constitution 

 The Basic Statute of the public employee. The Code of conduct. 

 Law of procurement for the public sector 

 Penal code 

 Law of General Budgetary 

 Legislation for any incompatibilities of higher posts and personnel of the 
Administration (thus hardening the body of incompatibilities). 

 The Code of Good Governance 



3.1. The Spanish experience in the creation of a  
culture of integrity : Normative measures 

 The Spanish Constitution of 1978: 

 The exploration of ethical values and the formulation of models of conduct in the 
aforementioned laws are regarding the constitution of 1978, in four concepts on 
how the administration can objectively serve all general interests. 

 In it are included principles and values aimed specifically for civil servants and 
these include: integrity, neutrality, impartiality, transparency in behaviour, 
receptivity, a professional responsibility and service for all its citizens.  

 The article 23.2 guarantees the right to gain access to all conditions of 
equality in all functions and responsibilities agreed to in the principles of 
merit and capacity. 

 The article 98.3 is in reference to the complete dedication to duty, it explicitly 
notes that “the members of government cannot be engaged in other 
activities outside of their official position.” 



 The Spanish Constitution of 1978: (Contd.) 

 In article 103.1 there contain references to the conception of service and the 
system of public service. Defined is the public administration and how it can 
serve With objectivity all the general interests and act accordingly within the 
main structures of efficiency, hierarchy, decentralization or coordination subject 
to the lines laid out in the Law of Rights. 

 In article 103.3 establishes a firm mandate related to the accessibility to public 
function and the principles attached to it.” 

 Presently, the values that were agreed in the Constitutional text have been 
redeployed for public officials:  

 Objectivity 

 Impartiality and the principles of merit 

  Capability and publicity. 
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 Law regulating the conflicts of interests within the members of 
the government and of high positions in the general 
administration of the state. 

 In 2006 there was passed the law 5/2006 which regulated the conflicting 
interests of members of the government and of people in high positions within 
the general administration of the state. Members of Government and senior 
officials. 

 Its prime objectives were to prevent any situations that could originate from 
conflict of interests.  

 The law improves the previous law of incompatibility, introducing demands and 
cautions which guarantee that no situation can damage the objectivity, 
impartiality or independence of its main positions. 

 The law consecrates the principle of ´exclusive dedication´ to its main position, 
restricting any activities that could damage or influence badly the development 
of its public employees. 
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 Law regulating the conflicts of interests (Contd.) 

 Within the measures that this law established are the following: 

 It eliminates for all high ranking positions the perception of any retribution 
for its participation in rectoral bodies or administrative councils of firms in the 
public capital. 

 It extends the control in patrimonial interests in married couples, pairs and to 
determined members of the same family 

 It introduces an additional control in the development of singular private 
activities for people who hold a high position before, making sure that the 
private firms that are contracted by a person of high office cannot breech the 
established limitations set down by law and furthermore those contracted by 
the public administration must be limited. 

 It created the Office of Conflicts of Interests. 18 persons. 

 Ultimately, it established a reinforcement of the Sanctioning law. 
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 The Basic Statute for Public Employees: (2007) 

 Background: 

 Constitutes the most ambitious attempt to regulate the overall judicial 
regime as it applies to public employment since Decree 315/1964, 
which approved the Articulated Law governing Spanish Civil Servants. 

 In view of the fact that Law 30/1984, setting out measures to reform 
Public Office, was only a partial but nevertheless important reform. 

  Law 53/1984 of 26 December, governing Incompatibilities. 

  Law 9/1987, of 12 June, Governing Representative Bodies, 
Determination of Working  
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Number of 
staff % 

NATIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

   General State Administration 

   State Security Forces and Bodies 

   Armed Forces  

   Justice Administration 

   Public Business Entities and Public Bodies with specific regimes 

AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITIES ADMINISTRATIONS 

   Governing Bodies and their Administrative Entities 

   Non-university teaching sector 

   National Health System Health Institutions 

   Justice Administration 

   Security Forces 

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

   Local Councils 

   Deputations/Cabildos/Island Councils 

UNIVERSITIES 

TOTAL 

597,021 

241,142 

142,801 

131,927 

24,534 

56,617 

1,346,826 

246,354 

542,910 

493,770 

38,900 

24,892 

632,719 

556,568 

76,151 

103,6536 

2,680,219 

22.2 

9.0 

5.3 

4.9 

0.9 

2.1 

50.3 

9.2 

20.3 

18.4 

1.5 

0.9 

23.6 

20.8 

2.8 

3.9 

100.0 

 Current* structure of Public Employment in Spain 

 The Basic Statute for Public Employees: (Contd.) * July 2010 



 The Basic Statute for Public Employees: (Contd.) 
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 Rights and Obligations. Code of conduct of the public employees. 

 Chapter I: Rights of the public employees. 
 

Art 14: Individual rights 

... Permanent training 

… Permanent updating of the knoledge and profesional capacities 

… No discrimination 

… holidays, to be on leave, breaks 

 

Art 15: Individual rights collectively exercised 

... freedom of association  

… right to go on strike 

… collective bargaining 
 



 The Basic Statute for Public Employees: (Contd.) 
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 Rights and Obligations. Code of conduct of the public employees. 

 Chapter VI: Obligations of the public employees. 

 The law 7/2007, for the Statute of Public Employees, in Capital 4 (articles 
52 to 54) established the necessity to further elaborate the codes of 
conduct for all public employees. This included a series of ethical principles 
(quite resembling the codes of good government), and of conduct. 

 Art 52: Code of conduct 

 Supposedly, all of the code of conduct should provide a guide and orientation , 
in that the values of dedication to public service, objectivity, integrity, neutrality, 
impartiality, responsibility, professionalism, transparency, being able to set an 
example, austerity, accessibility, efficiency, honour and promotion of the cultural 
environment and respect of the equality between men and women. 



 The Basic Statute for Public Employees: (Contd.) 

  

 

3.1. the Spanish experience in the creation of the  
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 Chapter VI: Obligations of the public employees. (contd.) 

Art 53: Ethical principles  

… Respect the Constitution and the Law. 

… Conduct based in loyalty and good faith. 

….Respect for Human Rights avoiding any discrimination (sexual, 
racial, sexual orientation, etc). 

Art 54: Conduct principles  

… Treat Citizens with attention and Respect  

… Manage public resources with  austerity 

… Reject any gift, favor or service in advantageous conditions 

 Rights and Obligations. Code of conduct of the public employees. 



 The Code of Good Governance , Government Members and High 
Positions, Senior officials within the Administration of the General 
State Administration. 

 

 Background:  

At the base of the shortage of ethical defects in the Spanish Administration 
for the OCDE, on the 18th Feb 2005, was published a code of good 
governance, its members and all high ranks in the Administration of the 
General State. 

The innovation that introduced this code to the Spanish administration was 
given a manifesto for the responsibility and personnel in public affairs 
against the traditional corporate responsibility. 

This code attempted to give the society an instrument which it could 
control if the personnel were irresponsible. 

It gave a regulation of the ethical working of the sort, making it more 
transparent in the training of the public employees and facilitating the 
performance of the accounts of the politicians responsible. 

 

3.2. Normative Measures:  
The Code of Good Governance 



 The Code of Good Governance (Contd.) 

 Set out to pick up the main principles which confirm to the code of good 
government, it was divided into three categories.  In my opinion they do not 
describe precisely the contents that each one is numerating. 

1.- Basic principles  

2.- Ethical principles 

3.- Principles of conduct.  
 

1. Basic principles: This is a reference to all the members of the 
government and also to those in high positions in the general 
administration, with plans subjected to the constitution and judicial code, as 
well as to make everything with objectivity, integrity, responsibility, 
credibility, confidentiality, total dedication to public service, transparency, 
setting an example, honour, efficiency, accessibility (and fourteen other 
points). 
 

 En los Ethical principles there are fourteen points which include the 
following: 

 To abstain from any activity that could give risk of conflicting interests within 
the public. 

3.2. Normative Measures:  
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 The Code of Good Governance (Contd.) 
 

 Ethical principles (Contd.): 

 To abstain from all kinds of negotiations or financial activities that could 
compromise the objectivity of the administration. 

 Prohibition of working too fast and therefore skipping procedure in order to 
assist or help a third person, either familiar or personally known. 

 Finally, the principles of conduct in relation to eleven points, among them 
are: 

 The existence of a clear dedication to its position and responsibility 

 No inflicting influence from any political party 

 The prohibition to accept gifts or favours 

 The austerity in its management of public wealth 

 To allow all accessibility to all its citizens and to attend to all their written 
queries and letters of complaint. 

3.2. Normative Measures:  
The Code of Good Governance 



3.3.1 Normative Measures: 

 

 General Budget Law: 

 

 The law 47/2003 on the 26th November, General Budget Law, reassigned 
the control of the environment and set up three primal models of control, 
processing a function which intervened in legal guarantees and broke 
down the financial control into a permanent financial control, continuing 
decentralization and creating a public auditorium that could actually act 
as closer to the system. 

 In this scheme it disassociates the financial control of funding that the 
LGS shaped into an inspection of all beneficiaries and corporal entities 
similar to the Tributary or laboral inspection and that cannot be classified 
within the internal control of the public administration. 

 In this new design, the references would be taken on by the IGAE of Civil 
Inspectors in materials of controlling all public funds and prevent fraud 
and corruption – its a slow process except in the paradoxical matter of 
controlling subventions. 

 3.3. Normative measures and institutions in the 
fight against corruption. 

 



3.3.2 Institutional Measures: 

 Fiscal anti-corruption: 

 The fiscal anti-corruption (that really was called Spanish Fiscal against 
Corruption and organised crime) was created in 1995 and is an body of the 
Fiscal Ministry, specialising in the intervention in penal processes for 
economy related offences such as corruption and in the coordination of 
distinctly fiscal laws for the prevention and repression of these crimes. 

 The anti-corruption fiscal was under the Director of Public Prosecutions based 
in Madrid but with branches throughout Spain.  

 This integrated a varied kinds of Fiscals and all the Fiscal that he assigned. It 
also assigned a special police unit and other professionals and experts to 
assist with its tasks. 

 The public prosecutions office against corruption and organised crime carried  
out the fixed standards from the OCDE. The OCDE helped Spain with this 
matter, assisting Spain to prosecute for these kind of offences.  

 3.3. Normative measures and institutions in the 
fight against corruption. 

 



3.3.2 Institutional Measures: 

 Fiscal anti-corruption: (contd.) 
 

 The group of states against corruption (Greco) of the European 
Council and the OCDE have in their evaluation made special mention 
of the Fiscal anticorruption in Spain as an organism which has made 
the best conditions to this type of investigation and into these kind 
of offences.   

  Spain is a leader of the organised model in this communal field with 
its main location in the Fiscal Ministry and other suitable autonomous 
investigators who specialise in both a high central structure and the 
autonomous communities. It achieved a maximum operational 
capacity and also on a technical level, thanks to many supporting 
groups. Furthermore it must not be forgotten the abilities of the 
Judicial Police Department who acted diligently on a practical and 
international level. 

 3.3. Normative measures and institutions in the 
fight against corruption. 

 



3.3.2 Institutional Measures: 

 Fiscal anti-corruption: (contd.) 

Agency Judicial administration 

Auditor and tax inspectors Judicial Intervention 

Inspectors Inspection (survey) 
Judicial Assistance and 

Collaboration 

Inspectors Financial control of 
collaborating entities 

Inspectors Permanent Financial Control 
Financial Control of 

Funding 

Tax inspectors and assessment Public Audit 

Tax inspectors and assessment Permanent Financial Control 

Auditor and tax inspectors Audit functions 

Internal Control 

Auditor Tables of contracting and 
Patrimonial 

Legal advice Patrimonial Reports 

Internal Assessment 

Functional Nature Exercise Models Types 

Fiscal anti-corruption: Control Functions 

 3.3. Normative measures and institutions in the 
fight against corruption. 
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